
Ritual magic with Fumescent 
Replenishing your Vitality through Scent and Season 

I am so glad you are interested in this year long mentorship. Note that although I 
require a seasonal commitment, I intend to run this through each season so that you 
build practices that will potentiate, transform, and recalibrate your entire life. 


You will receive a Fumescent Subscription (delivered seasonally) : seasonally relevant 
potions, some old and some new delivered before we meet on our first call. 


Each moon we will have one live call, two practice calls, (both on zoom) and weekly 
emails that will take you deeper into each seasons practices. There will be inner 
inquiries and workbooks that you will utilize to stay accountable to your self and to 
create your own personal practice. Each email will be PDF so you can print if you want 
and create your very own magic book. I want these practices to be relevant and for us 
to create community and so I am asking that we all carve out the time to meet live (at 
least for theory and discussion). This will build a network of support, accountability, 
and purpose throughout the course. 


The potions we will use to align with earths natural rhythms, our organs, and to 
replenish our vitality. These work esoterically, altering your health via subtle organs and 
senses. You will learn how to use these potions as I use them, and why they are 
crafted. They will change just like the seasons, and this makes it a potent form of 
magic. 


Fumescent was designed originally to tune you in to your own rhythms, recalibrate your 
body and mind, and detoxify your whole being. By establishing a relationship with 
plants you establish a relationship with the Earth. This allows you to harness 
exceptional vitality, for when you are aligned with the seasons and what they are asking 
of you, you are participating back in the wild web of our communal globe. As the 
feminine works slow, this mentorship will gently ease you into a seasonal dialogue 
throughout the whole year. We will be using breathwork, jade egg practices, vaginal 
steaming, and plant medicine together to recalibrate how you participate within during 
autumn and winter. Spring and summer will bring the practices outside of ourself and 
how we are participating with nature and our community.


Quick Details 

Investment: $175 per month, with the seasonal paid in full $525* by August 28 for US 
residents (mailing address is USA) if in Canada investment is $550.  

Includes: weekly theory via email with inquiry questions, monthly live theory call and 
Q&A, bi-monthly live practice, and around $200 of fumescent products. 


To register: complete the registration form




Send the form to katvillain@protonmail.com


*Please do not pay until you are accepted into the course (I accept Venmo and paypal)


We will meet Sundays and you will get your theory work on Fridays. Calls are at 3pm 
PST and are recorded in case you cannot attend live. All videos can be downloaded 
and are deleted at the end of the season. 


Let us cultivate the garden of self together.



